
COD, PLEASE DON'I TAKE
MYBLINDNESS AWAY

We run into you everyday' but you may

have nevet run into one of us So 1et me be the

host today, and I'll tell you all about blindness

and such.

Everyone is equal in God's eyes Everyone

is blessecl in their own ways, and I am blessed

with the gift of blindness

Glaucoma stole my sight away from my

teens but Lord stood by me since. He said'

"You don't have to see to see."

Blindness gets you to the real stuff in life

as do the last months of life lsn't it all in the

mind? A cup can be half fu11 or half empty'

Monday either welcomes a fresh week of fun

or laments over the by-gone Sunday of sun'

Everyone could be called disabled Egalitari

ans like to call me alternatively abled

Blindness strengthens, only if our heart

listens. It is no way the ending' The wonderful

party is just beginning.

Blinrlness does not limit as much as if one

is timid. How fast can you lead and how much

can I step up the tape player speed? Well' how

can you tell a bant from a department store by

smell?

Visual art may post a complication, but

putting the mosaic parts of an elephants to-

gether adds a totally different dimension lsn't

that what they are trying to do in an archeolog-

ical excavation?

VIPs are Visually Impaired Persons

Isn't everyone, in some unique ways, a VIP'

Very Important Person ?

Blindness may toughen, but it should not
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roughen. It takes compassion to emanate love,

and it takes courage to receive it. Putting the

two together, it takes something like blindness

to appreciate.

To be blind means that there are others

who aren't, and don't we have fun mixing A

sprinkle of humor may just give your stiff col-

lar a soft fixing.

Should I be or not be glad that I do not

see your ugly face? Yet the beautiful face in

your heart never ceases to amaze.

Skin color may segregate, but blindness

integrates. I have long forgotten the color of

your face. Blindness gives one an excuse to

love and glorifY God's grace.

Some like to guard themselves by sur-

rounding themselves with a hostile population'

We all should open our door and tune in the

friendly conversations. Hey, you know some-

thing? Feel free to ask me anYhing.

My kicls will never wonder why their fa-

ther is not sighted because with a will, nothing

can stop us fron becoming great and delighted

Now the most important part: It warmed my

heart when little Kevin and I ran hand-in hand

across the park.

If nothing else' blindness is definitely a

great national pass time Don't you all go to

sleep sometimes?

God, Please do not take mY blindness

away.

Yet, if that is Your will. WeJl,

you say.

whatever
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